“The Marque”
This month:

August 2015

President’s Report
Secretary’s Report
Treasury Report
Events
Tales of the FrankenStag

MVT Officers
President: Lorna Ball, 937-746-5189
Vice President: Dan Stinson, 937-259-8242
Secretary: Karen Sipos, 937-572-5817
Treasurer: Harry Mague, 937- 426-3802
Membership: Valerie Relue, 937-667-5227
Events: Bruce Clough, 937-376-9946

Please send comments/suggestions to:
news@miamivalleytriumphs.org
or to the P. O. Box.

FOR SALE
1973 Triumph TR-6, pimento red with black interior.
Body off restoration to good driver quality. Engine
rebuilt, new top and new paint on rust free body.
Runs great, 62,500 miles. Pictures available.
$15,000 firm.
Jay S. Kolb
513-777-1873 home
513-235-9815 cell
Jay_kolb@hotmail.com

Cutoff date for next month's Marque is the 20th.
Obligatory Disclaimer
"The Marque" is the official publication of the Miami Valley
Triumphs Car Club, P. O. Box 144, Bellbrook, OH 45305.
Views stated in the "Marque" are not necessarily those of the
officers or members of the club. Technical data is provided for
information only and no liability is assumed for suitability,
applicability, or safety. Miami Valley Triumphs is a registered
chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register and a local center of
the Triumph Register of America. Membership is $20 yearly
and is usually paid in May. Non-renewing members are deleted
from the mailing list. Meetings are held the first Wednesday of
the month at Logan's Roadhouse 2819 Centre Drive
Beavercreek OH, unless otherwise noted in the "Marque".
General membership meetings are at 7:30 pm with informal
dinner starting at 6:00 pm prior to the meeting. Anyone
interested is most heartily invited to attend. Triumph car
ownership is not required.
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President’s Report~ Lorna Ball
Well gang, it’s that time of year! BCD is right
around the corner. So many of you signed up and
it is surely appreciated. It is going to be bigger than
ever before, I do believe. The Sunbeams are
having a car show within our car show and the
response has been huge. There will be a LOT of
bag stuffing to be done the night before the show.
See you at the park… Friday night @ 6pm, July
31st. Thanking you in advance.
I mentioned this at (I believe) the February monthly
meeting but will say again: This is the Ball family’s
last year to handle the BCD bags and shirts. Ellis
and I have done this since 1999 and we feel it is
someone else’s turn. I hope you understand. We
would like to have someone else on board by the
October BCD wrap-up meeting. Meetings for next
year’s show will begin in February or March of next
year.
I want to give a big shout-out to Chris White, Karen
Sipos and Alice Clough. These ladies and their
sewing skills have recently earned a total of
$172.00 for our club: $48 thru the BTM Car Show
at 2nd Street Market and this year’s TRA silent
auction brought in $124! Fabulous and thank you!
Stay on the back roads……Lorna
Treasurer’s Report:~ Harry Mague

Treasurer’s Report: (Revised) As of 1 June
2015, the club account had a balance of
$1668.97. For the month of June, the club had
the following income: Membership $215.00 and
50/50 of $12.50 to total income of $227.50.
There were no expenses for the month of
June. Upcoming expenses include the pool
party and PO Box renewal. Account balance
was as of 1 July 2015 is $1896.47.
Treasurer’s Report: As of 1 July 2015, the
club account had a balance of $1896.47. For
the month of July, the club had the following
income: Membership $140.00, 50/50 of $11.00,
British Transportation Museum silent auction
quilt for $48.00 and TRA 2015 income from
quilt auction of $124.00. Total income was
$323.00. The club had the following expenses
for the month of July: Name Tags: $24.75,
Marque mailing expense of $4.24, web hosting
for $39.90, and Pool Party expense for
$240.96. Total expenses for the month of July:

$309.85. Account balance was as of 1August
2015 is $1909.62.
Secretary’s Report: ~ Karen Sipos
MVT MEETING JULY 2015
The July meeting of the MVT opened at 7:30 at
Logan’s Stake House in Beavercreek with 30
members and 1 visitor present.
President Report: Lorna Ball once again asked club
members to sign up to help at BCD. There is help
needed with ballots. She also reminded all of the
pool party on July 18 and requested an RSVP by
Thurs. the 16th so steaks could be purchased. Also
included what dish you are planning to bring to the
party.
VP Report: Dan Stinson had no report
Secretary: Karen Sipos asked for a motion to
accept the minutes as published in the Marque.
Tim Moore made the motion and it was seconded
by Harry Mague. Motion was passed with voice
vote.
Treasurer Report: Harry Mague thanked Chuck
White for filling in for him for the past month. Harry
shared that his plans have changed and they will
not be moving this year. The Treasurer Report is
published in the Marque.
Membership: Valerie Relue reported that we have
41 members (5 of which still need to pay dues).
Our visitor was Gordon Astrioas. He has a TR 250
and TR6 which might be subject of a tech session.
Events: Review of Last month TRA Trip – good
roads, good time, pictures in the Marque. High
light: Alice and Bridgett winners of the Funkana,
the quilt in the Auction went for $150 so club gets
80%, and Best of Show went to our own John
Coutant. TRA 2016 will be hosted by North Coast
Triumph and will be a Quail Hollow Resort near
Cleveland.
July Events: 7th last BCD meeting, 12th Cincinnati
BCD, 18th Pool Party at the Balls, 31st set up for
BCD.
August Events: 1st BCD, 5th MVT meeting at
Logan’s. Jim Sipos reported on the August tour.
Most things are in place. The Hotel is reserved and
those planning on doing the tour should make
reservations by Aug 14th to get the special rate of
$94 a night.
Tech & Spares: Items from the auction at TRA
were given out to those who could use them (or
not).
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Newsletter: Reminder that new members without
an email address can receive a hard copy of The
Marque.
BCD: Stan has 66 or 67 pre registrations. He
mailed out about 100 registration forms and has
had a good response. One issue for parking is that
Alice no longer works at the school and does not
have access to cones. We will need to find
something soon.
Old Business: The Bylaws change titled “Annual
Budget” Section: 7.4 was read. Stan made a
motion to accept the change, Bruce seconded the
motion and it was passed unanimously
No New Business
Comments: Business cards for the club are
available if anyone needs them.
50/50/ drawing of $11 was won by our visitor
Gordon.
Meeting was adjourned at 8:10.
Events ~ Bruce Clough

MVT Events
Calendar as of
Aug 2015
July Recap
Cincinnati British Car Day
We had a good time. We didn’t get wet. Everyone
that brought a car trophied. More coverage in the
Tales of the FrankenStag section.

MVT Sports Cars at Valley Vineyards – where
was everyone for the drive?
And we needed the sparkling grape juice – the heat
index was over 100F and the sun was out. Not
many came on the run – only three cars – a
Triumph, a VW and an Infinity – everyone else
went straight to the pool! Actually the drive was
nice even with the top down! The pool felt great –
had a lot of folks taking a dip and daughter was
beating on son with a noodle – son counterattacked
on Orca, and the fight was on. Actually the pool
was full of youngsters – Wakefield’s brought their
granddaughter so there was a lot of jumping a
splashing going on. The MVT Water Ballet team
did not put on a show due to several members being
absent, or at least that was their story. We stayed
until the steaks were gone and the desserts totally
eaten, then we all beat it home before the
thunderstorms arrived.
Great day!

MVT Pool Party
Hat’s off to Lorna and Ellis for throwing their
home, and pool, open for another great MVT pool
party. Prior to the party we had a run from
Bellbrook to Valley Vineyards to get sparkling
grape juice – and we took a lot of roads less
travelled. Folks were amazed that such fun roads
still existed in Warren County!
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Almost - August
31 – Dayton British Car Day Set-up @ Eastwood
Metro Park – This is the day before our big show
of the year. Friday night is when we pack the
registration bags as well as set up parking and
identify driving and parking hazards. Club
members should arrive at 6PM at Eastwood – take
the entrance off Harshman (between Springfield St
and Rt 4) and follow it back to the parking lot. We
will be in the shelter immediately to your right.
This usually takes about 90 minutes, and then we sit
back and talk a bit!

August
1 – Dayton British Car Day – if you’ve been
around, you know the ropes. If not, just plan to be
at Eastwood Metro Park (Off Harshman Road
between Springfield St and Rt 4) by 9AM, period –
you’ll soon see what the excitement is all about.
Hundreds of British Cars – hundreds, all brought to
Dayton by the MG Car Club and Us.

We want to see all you Triumph owners get in your
cars and bring them down to the show. Thanks to
those who have volunteered to work so far and
more are always welcome!

Our special guests this year are some Sunbeam
folks that are bringing a national meeting to the
show. Let’s roll out the red carpet for them! If you
need more info head to the MVT website for the
link to the BCD homepage. We will have parts
vendor, food, fun, and gobs of cars!

5 – MVT Monthly Meeting – Logan’s Roadhouse,
Fairfield Mall (Beavercreek) location (off N
Fairfield Rd in front of the Best Buy). Meeting
starts at 7:30PM, but if you’d like to join us for
dinner at 6:30PM that would be fantastic! We are
in the separate meeting area behind the bar to the
left as you come in.
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8 - Indiana British Car Union Presents the 27th
Annual Indy British Motor Days - Saturday,
August 8th, 2015. You and your British Motorcar
or Motorcycle are again invited to join us for the
27th annual Indy British Motor Days. This year’s
celebration of British Automobiles will highlight
Mini as its featured marque. Awards include Best of
Show, Best in Class, Excellence in Class, and
specialty trophies. Classes are by Marque and
Model, with 4 pre-registered cars needed to create a
voting class. Additional classes include Masters
(winners from last year's show), Featured Marque,
and Motorcycles. We will return again to Lions
Park in Zionsville, just one block from downtown.
Click here for a link to Google maps:
https://goo.gl/maps/lVRqp.

Miami Valley
Triumphs
Michigan Tour –
“Thar’s wine in
them thar hills!”
28-30 – Michigan Tour – The Sipos are putting
this together for the club and we are getting ready to
head to Northern Indiana and Southern Michigan.
They would like to remind us that if we already
haven’t, to make our reservations and join them for
a good time! Things are coming together for the
Quilt & Wine Tour of Southwest Michigan and
Northern Indiana of August 28, 29 & 30. Just as the
Northern Wine Tour of May 30 started at the
Englewood Tim Horton’s, we will leave at 9am
sharp from the same for a fun leisurely drive to
Shipshewana, Indiana. We will have several hours
to check out Shipshewana before we can check into
The Van Buren Hotel
(http://www.thevanburenhotel.com/).

Your family will enjoy browsing the galleries,
antique shops, specialty stores and the farmers
market. Lunch will be available on-site, but there
are also a variety of restaurants on Main Street
offering breakfast & lunch. For more information
on Zionsville, visit the Chamber of Commerce
website at www.ZionsvilleChamber.org.
Week of August 9 – VTR National Convention
(Information Poster at end of Events Calendar)
Van Buren Inn - Shipshewana
Then we have the opportunity to have an Amish
dinner with an Amish family on their farm which
must be reserved by the visitor center. Or we can
have the same type dinner at an Amish style
restaurant in town. If any once is interested in the
Farm Family dinner let me know as soon as
possible. Saturday morning we will leave the hotel
at 8:30am and head out to visit wineries. We will
travel back roads (no gravel roads) wending our
way through rolling hillsides. There will be some
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antique shop stops and finally the wineries. Tabor
Hill Winery (http://www.taborhill.com/ ) will be the
first.

Be sure you tell them you are with the Miami
Valley Triumph group. Reservation must be in
before Aug 14.
We think it will be a fun time for all. Any questions
just shoot Jim an email at jimsipos@icloud.com

September

There we have the opportunity to take a morning
winery tour, about 45 minutes. Those who do not
take the tour may stay in the and tasting room for
simply look around the grounds. Then on to the
Round Barn Winery, Brewery, and Distillery (
http://www.roundbarnwinery.com/ ). They also
have a restraurant. After that it is the Free Run
Cellars (http://www.freeruncellars.com/ ) where all
their wines are made from free run juice not pressed
(Ed. note – so are Free Range Chickens not pressed
either?) . From there on to Lemon Creek Winery (
and farm) (http://www.lemoncreekwinery.com/ )
where they have not only wine but also produce
from their farm. It is a very relaxed atmosphere.

Next up is a short drive to New Buffalo
(http://www.newbuffalo.com/ ) where we will
finally see Lake Michigan. The Main Street is lined
with all kinds of shops. We will have some time to
walk around and shop or just sit and watch the
waves and some very nice boats. The dinner
possibly at the Stray Dog followed by ice cream at
Oinik's. Perhaps we will take in another winery on
our way back to the hotel …
On Sunday more wine and ice cream on our way
home. Ice cream?
For all those going on this tour you need to make
your hotel reservations for Aug. 28 & 29 at the Van
Buren Hotel, 260-768-7780. The rate is $94.00 per
night (2 nights stay) for a std queen (2 queen beds).

4 – MVT Monthly Meeting – Logan’s Roadhouse,
Fairfield Mall (Beavercreek) location (off N
Fairfield Rd in front of the Best Buy). Meeting
starts at 7:30PM, but if you’d like to join us for
dinner at 6:30PM that would be fantastic! We are
in the separate meeting area behind the bar to the
left as you come in.
19 – Metamora Run – it’s been a few years since
we headed to Metamora (IN) to check out the scene.
Time to head there again! Maybe we’ll go to
Oldenburg, probably not to Batesville! Are there
wineries????

19-20 – Dayton Concours d’Elegance – Carillon
Historical Park. Triumphs are a featured Marque.
We need your car there! Head off to
www.daytonconcours.com to check it out or give
the Bigler’s a call at 937-253-1580 (if I remember
right) or email at BigDay@zoomtown.com .

October
7 – MVT Monthly Meeting – Logan’s Roadhouse,
Fairfield Mall (Beavercreek) location (off N
Fairfield Rd in front of the Best Buy). Meeting
starts at 7:30PM, but if you’d like to join us for
dinner at 6:30PM that would be fantastic! We are
in the separate meeting area behind the bar to the
left as you come in.
9-11 – Fall Tour (Marietta – SE Ohio) – Heading
to the Marque’s Editor’s part of Ohio, or at least a
part he knows well! Details TBD
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November
4 – MVT Monthly Meeting – Logan’s Roadhouse,
Fairfield Mall (Beavercreek) location (off N
Fairfield Rd in front of the Best Buy). Meeting
starts at 7:30PM, but if you’d like to join us for
dinner at 6:30PM that would be fantastic! We are
in the separate meeting area behind the bar to the
left as you come in.
7 – Last Tech Session – More coffee & donuts –
details TBD

December
5 – Holiday Soiree – You can never get your
brown-bags done too soon. Details TBD.
19 (or 20) – Holiday Dinner Out – Location and
details TBD. The Greene was nice this year – what
other places exist?
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So I went on line and found a 14” muffler from
Summit racing for $17, and a NOS Pacesetter
resonator tip for $50 (actually quite a deal, believe it
or not).

Tales of
August 2015 - Bruce Clough

The resonator tip mounts via a bracket between the
tips (that is a bear to get a nut under BTW) that
wouldn’t line up with any hole, so I had to drill
another and plug the prior ones.

LEDs? The saga continues, yet
again
Well, based on some info I read on the Web (has to
be true, right?) I decided to give the LED headlights
another go. Put them all back in and drove the car
three times, including the trip to the June meeting.
When I got home I discovered one LED was not
working. The bulb was okay, but the power supply
was not. Then, while I was playing with it, it came
back on, so I put it back on the car, and the next
time I drove the car it failed again.
Sucker!
So I’m pulling these “Genssi” LED units out and
replacing them with ones superbrightleds.com sells.
The Superbright ones are a bit more expensive, but
that company backs them with a two-year
warrantee. I’ll be using them on the way to
Maryland, so we’ll report back on them.

Resonator Tip in place
This is the configuration all heard when we made
the June meeting.
Too loud.
Never thought I’d say that, or write it, but I have.
Too loud. So for TRA I’m trying out a 20” mid
muffler – was easier to attach than the 14” I took
off. Just two clamps needed.

Report back – never drove it at night, so the jury is
still out! They look to have a better pattern, and they
fill out the headlight reflectors…

Muffler Blues
I really like the simplicity and the sound of the
Supertrapp muffler I have on the FrankenStag, but it
looks hokey. After over three years I have come to
the conclusion that it needs a chrome-tipped
resonator.
Issue is that if I go that way I’ll need to put a
muffler in line or I’ll have essentially a straight
pipe. Those might be nice for Harleys, but my
neighborhood would come after me with sharp
things that hurt!

20” $17 Jones Muffler from Summit Racing
Report back – a bit softer, but still loud – won’t do
anything until this fall…I need all the power I can
get!
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What’s this?

Top steering knuckle minus a bearing cup

Now, since these knuckles are all that separates me
and passengers from a possible wet-the-pants
experience, or worse, I immediately ordered two
more from Rimmer Brothers so I have a spare and
will put this on my “look at this every time you pop
the hood” list. To be fair it is a Triumph 2000/2500
sedan part, so not original, but all the other bearing
cups in the shaft assembly look good. The knuckles
arrived in about four days, so shipping time was
good. The knuckles they sent me were significantly
beefier that the prior ones – cast aluminum versus
stamped steel.
Oh that? We’re back from TRA after 1500 miles
and I have to fix a few things. In general the drive
worked well but did expose the fact that using a
TR7 engine to drive this beastie around mountains
leads to slow accelerations and a lot of shifting. Up
to this point since I put that drive train in back in
2012 the roads have been somewhat flatter so the
lack of power has not been an issue. Also, the last
day I picked up a bit of slop in the steering (what’s
up with that?). I had a lot of wheel rubbing and a bit
of vibration all throughout the drive (at least enough
that it bugged me), and I had water under the targa
cover and in the trunk.

Aw, knuckles
The steering slop was due to a potentially serious
issue – a steering knuckle was coming apart. One
of the u-joint bearing cups was coming out on the
upper knuckle. They are staked-in by several blows
to the metal close to the cup and these were not
enough for one cup.

Old Knuckle (left), New Knuckle (right)

Only one little, tiny, teeny issue – the splined shafts
are just a smidge too big for the splined holes.
Nice. Getting out my trusty hammer and big
honking flat-bladed screwdriver I carefully spread
the ends until both shafts could freely slide into the
knuckle.

Knuckle on right has been spread to fit the shaft
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I was ready to go, or at least until I really looked at
the staking of the u-joint at the rack. One cup was
getting ready to come out – you couldn’t tell by
turning it, you had to put it in a vise and apply a
small amount of torque. Nice, The bottom u-joint is
attached to the lower shaft, so you have to replace
them as one unit.
Factoid – The FrankenStag uses a manual rack
out of a Triumph 2000/2500 sedan, not the
original power steering rack.

Of course Rimmer Brothers was out and
backordered with a TBD arrival date for the shaft/ujoint, so I re-staked the cups as well as I could and
then layered high-strength epoxy over top of the cup
that I restaked as well as the one on the opposite
side of the yoke. This should last as long as we have
the car, or at least until Rimmer Brothers gets in a
new shipment…

After a few drives, I can say the steering effort is
less and I do not seem to have lost that much
traction.

Aw leaks
We also experienced two leaks during the trip, both
into storage spaces, and both due to nighttime gullywasher rainstorms. Some would say don’t worry
since they were not that bad considering the biblical
proportions of the storms, but I’m still going to look
into them. The first leak was into the top stowage
(targa) space behind the back seat. The cause was
very easy to see, not only was the targa cover a bit
off center, but the rubber seal looked every bit 43
years old. Hard, ripped, and worn, it’s a wonder I
didn’t get more water inside.

Targa cover seal that has seen better decades

Lower U-joint sporting its epoxy support undies…

Aw, tires
I also replaced the 205 tires with 185’s. Don’t know
when I got these, but the date code said it’s time to
replace. The car originally came with 185s on it
and I wanted a more modern tread pattern as well as
less steering effort and eliminate the front wheel
rubbing during hard cornering (mostly while
parking). With the power of the mighty 7 engine
laying down rubber is not much a problem even
with decreased tread width. I wanted decent
traction at an acceptable price point without having
to resort to Chinese tires, so I found a set of Kenda
Kinetics at Tire Discounters that had good reviews,
made in Taiwan, decent price, and turns out match
the spare I bought a couple of years back.

The seal was originally put on with contact cement
and came right off with only a bit of coaxing using
an awl and gasket scraper – almost came out in one
piece. Under it was mostly good mental, but I did
find rust on the passenger side of the car.
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Rust in the targa top seal on the passenger side

I used Eastwood’s Rust Encapsulator to seal the rust
and give a base to glue in the new seal. The seal
(again from Rimmers) had the same profile as the
original, except was not as hard as rock. Due to the
installation limitations – long rubber piece in a
narrow channel next to a painted surface - I decided
to use a good conventional glue (a variant of Goop)
rather than contact cement. Those of you who are
more ambidextrous than myself might get away
with contact cement, but I needed something more
forgiving, so I glued a bit, taped it in place to dry,
then moved on to the next section. It looks a lot
better than the old seal, and seems to seal better, we
shall see!

would be to lay some carpet down – say, I still have
some carpet left from doing the Grey Ghost. Nice.
The carpet install was a bit easy – since the surfaces
are not flat you have to over-estimate the size then
trim to fit, but at least you can use contact cement
here.

Storage
You might not know it, but the top only takes up the
top most portion of the space made for it behind the
Stag’s back seat. Under that is a lot of usable space,
and we tend to use it on trips, but not anytime else.
On the way back from TRA2015 I had put several
things in there (which got wet and I had to replace
the seal – see above). And after getting home
determined I was normally going to put tools and
other stuff that normally rattles around in the trunk
in there to both shift the weight forward as well as
keep the rattling down going over bumps.

Space behind the back space under the top stowage
area

But, back there is just bare metal with nothing to
dampen the noise of stuff back there bouncing
around – just like the trunk. I could wrap
everything with towels, but a more elegant solution

Carpet lining the new stowage area.

Think I solved the power problem…

Cincinnati British Car Show
C’mon – it’s not that wet outside!
Just because it’s been raining all week and the
forecaster is predicting an 80% chance for the day
doesn’t mean that you keep your car in the garage
another day, right?
Wrong, or for at least a lot of folks in the SW Ohio
area since the turn out at the show was small.
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I had planned on taking the FrankenStag anyway so
I wasn’t worried too much about rain. Started the
day out woken-up by rain and a nearby lightning
strike, but by the time I was ready to leave the rain
had stopped and you could see hints of blue sky.
But…the threat of rain still hung over the tri-state,
so I thought I might be the only one showing up at
Bob Evan’s for breakfast.
Wrong.
First Chris Yanity showed up, then Chuck (aka
Church) White arrives, and the Ted Allison showed
up. So much for eating alone and noticing that
group of guys talking golf at the corner table are the
same bunch of guys I see each year – I wonder if
they think the same of us car nuts? Anyway, great
breakfast conversation, walk outside, sun is out,
tops come down, off we go for the side-roads drive
to Harbin park.
If you’ve never been to Harbin Park, it’s on the
west side of US127 almost to I-275 in Fairfield. It’s
on top a ridge that overlooks the Great Miami River
Valley and has great views of the valley – pretty
place.
So, we get to Harbin Park, and there is nobody there
– maybe 20 cars. I go and park where my class is,
and there is nobody around me!

My car class with Harry holding down the fort!
Okay, so this bodes well on me getting a trophy for
the drive, but Cinci car owners, the weather is not
that bad!
I pull out the chair (thank you Chris Y for loaning
me one) and head over to registration. I registered
by mail so I knew I might have a low number, but
not #9. Yikes, I hope these guys get more cars
today!

Sidenote: if you are planning on going to a car show
please register early. This helps the folks plan for
the show as well as giving them seed money to use.

By the time I got back over to the FrankenStag the
rest of the MVT members there had set their chairs
up behind me. One lonely car with a bunch of old
guys behind it! And the mud…

Just a little mud on the field due to the rain! You
knew I would find it – not surprising given the
amount of rain that we have been having the last
week.

Lounging behind the FrankenStag – MVT
Headquarters for this show. Yes, that TR7 was
the closest car to us…and yes, that’s Harry!
Harry arrived, and a bit later on the Moore’s
arrived, and a few more cars arrived – I think they
had between 70-80 registrations, but nowhere near
that many cars on the field. DeLoreans made a
good showing – 3 total, but as far as Triumphs go,
not so good - no TR2/3, only 4 was in the Premiere
Class, a 250, several (mostly brown) TR6’s, three
wedges, two Spits, a GT6 and a Stag. I’m amazed
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– great location, good food, and tolerable weather –
so what’s up with this? Only a handful of MGs –
more Jags than anything else, and a lot of those
were new on display from the local dealer! So,
what is the deal with these Indian cars at this show
anyway? (smile – I know, I’m driving a BMW…)

Moore’s TR250 with the owners hiding behind blast
shields!

After a while the sun came out and it actually got
warm! As I said, the food was good (okay, the skin
on the brats was a bit thick) so we all ambled off to
the food stand and afterwards handed out the
Dayton BCD fliers we had with us. By the time I
got back to the car I noticed I took Best of Class! I
won the Stag Class! Okay, easy win, but I’ll take
my wins when I can get them!
Like Dayton, Cinci has gone to a winner’s parade
for the car show winners, so we headed to the top of
the park for the awards ceremony. View was great,
but no shade and the July sun was out in 80%
humidity. I know, I complain too much.

In line to get an award – Stag took its class!

Nice award this year – I’ll try to remember to bring
it to the August meeting. After last year’s splinterinducing boards and fake oil cans this year’s awards
redeem them…

Oh, I won $100 off anything Cincinnati Jaguar-Rover
sells including new cars and service in the door
prize raffle – anybody want this? What will you
trade?

We headed home after the awards ceremony and
beat it around a rain shower, then stopped for ice
cream in Bellbrook prior to heading home.
So, MVT did well – we fielded three cars and each
one best of class. No rain to speak of, no
breakdowns, and the food was good. Show was a
bit small, okay, tiny, but the location is great. I’m
hoping the Cincinnati folks go for this again next
year since we’ll be looking forward to it…and all
parking in the Premiere Class…except for harry, he
goes back..I think…
Back working on the car again….
You know, nothing can’t be improved, so between
the Cinci show and the Dayton BCD I had to
innovate, okay, I had to fix a few things.
First - the trunk leak was never fixed, I think this is
due to the new seal I bought not fitting tight on the
trunk metal lip at the top – when you get a lot of
water at once, like we did several times during the
TRA 2015 trip, water backs up under the seal and
gets in the trunk. To fix this I could either glue it in
with a bead of silicone along the lip, or try to make
the fit tighter – I chose the latter and put a strip of
vinyl material left over from the Grey Ghost - we’ll
see!
Second, music – as a flaming extravert I need music
to keep up my energy level. I’ve always had a
music player of some type in any car I had. For
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those who have been following our life with the
FrankenStag about four years ago I installed an amp
and equalizer/pre-amp under the passenger’s seat.
Well, this spring that pre-amp decided not to work?
What’s its issue? I mean I paid a whole $30 for it,
could have lasted longer! This year I have been
running without equalization, but I wanted more
bass (you know it’s all about the bass…), so I paid
$35 for a new one, put it in, and now I will be
looking for better speakers! <smile>.

SiriusXM Radio Mount – in easy reach of the driver.

Hi little equalizer, you look sooo lonely under that
seat….

Third – Music Source - I also decided to update the
music source. The original goal was to use an iPod
or Smartphone with Pandora, but as I have found,
even in the modern world there are places with bad
cell coverage, like Waynesville, or most of the
places we drove through for TRA in Eastern Ohio
and West Virginia, so I am trying SiriusXM using
the receiver I have in my office as a mobile source.
They make a mobile kit for the car and I found one
on deep discount at Best Buy. The mount just went
where the old phone mount was – suctioned to a
piece of Plexiglas I secured to the trannie tunnel. I
attached the antenna to the top center dash grille
where it just might see the satellite, and modified
the power adaptor to work without being plugged
into a “cigarette lighter” power adaptor, then hid
that up under the dash…

Trial run in the garage and to/from the MVT Pool
Party confirmed it was getting decent signal and
good sound. Sweet!
Fourth – Interior lighting – In this last incarnation
of The FrankenStag I used LED lights for interior
lighting. In the top light I just used LED
equivalents of the stock lighting, and under the dash
I put in four red LED tail lights (they were a bit
weak to use for actual tail lights) for footwell
lighting. It worked, not real bright, but worked.
Then I ran into a deal – I found a dozen 12 LED
under-counter lights for RVs at Goodwill Outlet, so
I paid 50 cents for them all. They each had a bright,
multi-LED white light in them, much brighter than
what is in the car…

RV LED Fixture to the left, the LED bulb to the right

…so I replaced all the interior lights with these.
Year, getting these into the top light in the T-bar
was a little work, but now it’s like a modern car
when you open up the door!
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Bright LED interior lighting – and shaky human
holding camera set to night mode…
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